Research Topic for the ParisTech/CSC PhD Program

Subfield: Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, Materials Science, Plasma processing


Title: Smart functional material

Advisor(s): Vincent SEMETEY (vincent.semetey@chimie-paristech.fr) and Cedric GUYON (cedric.guyon@chimie-paristech.fr)

Short description of possible research topics for a PhD: (10 lines in English + optional figure)
Our groups are involved in different aspects of the interface between material chemistry and physical chemistry from fundamental to applied research. Smart functional surfaces are increasingly important in many fields such as in medicine (e.g. implantable medical devices…), aircrafts or automotive industry…. In this project, we propose to design and create innovative smart surfaces with controlled surface properties (with specific physical and chemical characteristics) taking advantage atmospheric pressure plasma process. Our main interest is the synthesis of new polymeric or hybrid polymer/mineral material obtained by radical polymerization through both rational design and combinatorial chemistry. Different architectures will be investigated for their ability to modify surface properties (plastics, metals). The synthesized thin films and coatings will analyzed in detail with respect to their chemical composition, structure and properties in order to ensure the suitability for the desired functionality and subsequently create smart functional materials for a broad range of applications (e.g. biomedical …).

Required background of the student: (Which should be the main field of study of the applicant before applying)
Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, Organic Chemistry or Polymer Chemistry.

2-3 representative publications of the group: (Related to the research topic)